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Overview
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• Effects of ACA and Efforts to Repeal
• Insurance Challenges Continue to Increase
• Importance of Essential Health Benefits (EHB)
• Brief Summary of BIPA 427 Saga
• Importance of Continuing the Fight
• Options for Consideration



Effects of ACA 
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• Since 2010, significantly increased coverage of 
the uninsured

• Non-discrimination based on health status across 
all health care payers

• Orthotics and prosthetics are considered essential 
health benefits (EHB)

• Exceptions and limitations in coverage are 
increasing as costs continue to rise unsustainably

• Insurers finding any excuse not to cover O&P



Effect of Efforts to Repeal ACA
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• Future of ACA in serious doubt with pressure 
continuing to build

• Surprising uptick in demand for coverage 
despite all efforts to scuttle the law

• Elimination of mandate penalties will create 
additional instability in individual market

• Regulatory efforts will continue at federal and 
state level to trim EHB benefit packages

• O&P coverage at risk under ACA 



Insurance Challenges
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• Insurance challenges are increasing
• Insurer delays, denials, and discounts are 

increasing admin costs and decreasing 
reimbursements for O&P providers

• Exclusions and limitations of O&P technology
• While health insurance equity and universality 

has improved, these insurance practices limit 
patient access and increase patient OOP costs 



Importance of O&P as EHBs
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• O&P as an EHB creates national standard for 
coverage that sets expectations for all payers

• Sets legal underpinning to challenge 
restrictions in coverage (e.g., one limb per 
lifetime in NY)

• Increases access to O&P patient care
• Quality O&P is provided by qualified 

practitioners, so linking qualifications to 
payment is key, especially under bundling



Brief Summary of BIPA 427 Saga
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• Enacted in 2000
• Unsuccessful Negotiated Rulemaking in 2003
• Long dormant period with consistent CMS 

commitments to publish regulations
• OIG issues report on delinquent reg. in 2012
• Proposed rule published 1/12/17 which received over 

5000 comments in March
• Proposed rule withdrawn in Fall 2017 in the name of 

regulatory relief
• Principal reason:  Rule applied to physicians, PTs, and 

OTs and required them to obtain separate accreditation



What Sec. 427 Actually Says
• Why would CMS interpret the statute so expansively?  Short 

answer:  Not clear
• BIPA Section 427 says:
• “No payment shall be made”…for custom fabricated orthotics or prosthetics…unless 

furnished by a qualified practitioner and fabricated by a qualified practitioner or supplier… at 
an appropriate facility.

• The Secretary shall establish a list of custom fabricated O&P to which the statute applies 
(Transmittal 656)

• “Qualified practitioner” means a physician or other individual who is—
– A qualified PT or qualified OT (without any definition)
– A licensed orthotist or prosthetist
– Specially trained and educated in custom-fabricated O&P and is certified by ABC or BOC

• “Qualified supplier” means an entity accredited by the ABC or BOC

• How can the O&P community overcome the barriers to 
implementation of the key elements of BIPA 427?  

• There are multiple strategies to accomplish this.
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Legislative Approach
• Medicare O&P Improvement Act, Section 8

– Active campaign underway to pass key provisions of Act in 
Medicare extenders package currently pending in Congress.

– All grassroots support is welcome in making that happen 
and NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT.

– Section 8:  Within 120 days of enactment, CMS must issue 
final rule on BIPA Sec. 427

• (Other key provisions of this legislation include recognition of 
O&P clinical notes and clarification of exemption from competitive 
bidding for off-the-shelf orthotics)

– We ride with the Medicare extenders bill, so January 19th

may not be last opportunity to move these provisions.
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Regulatory Advocacy
• Continue to press CMS to revisit BIPA Section 

427 regulations through multiple strategies:
– The federal statute is still in effect and failure for CMS to 

implement it exposes them
– Withdrawal announcement stated CMS would revisit the 

rule with stakeholder input
– CMS General Counsel’s interpretation of the regulation’s 

scope should be explored
– MedPAC is interested in learning more about BIPA Section 

427 as a method to control waste, fraud and abuse
– Congressional pressure/passage of new legislation would 

help significantly
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Nuclear Option: FCA and CMPs
• BIPA Sec. 427 says “No payment shall be made...”
• Federal law defines a “false claim” as a claim for payment that 

is false or fraudulent and is knowingly submitted.
• Corporations are liable for the acts of their employees.
• So, under the current Medicare statute, does a Medicare claim 

for custom fabricated orthotics or prosthetics (using L codes 
listed in Transmittal 656) submitted to CMS by a DME 
supplier or pharmacist who does not possess the qualifications 
listed in BIPA Sec. 427 constitute a false claim?

• On its face, the answer is yes.
• Defense:  Lack of notice.  How do we address this?
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Making OIG Our Ally
• In 2012, HHS OIG issued a report, “CMS has not Promulgated 

Regulations to Establish Payment-Fabricated Orthotics (OEI-07-10-
00410)

• Use this report, the statutory requirements, CMS’s decision to 
withdraw the BIPA 427 Proposed Rule, and OIG’s responsibilities 
under the FCA and CMP statutes to:
– Convince OIG to issue a “Special Advisory Bulletin” or a “Fraud Alert” to 

the general public.  
– This sends a strong signal to all Medicare providers that they must comply 

with BIPA Section 427 and establishes notice.
– Once notice is established, OIG can enforce BIPA 427, qui tam relators 

may emerge to self-enforce the law. 
– This would put tremendous pressure on CMS to finally fully implement 

BIPA Section 427 through federal regulations.
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Non-Regulatory Approach
• Forget about federal BIPA regulations
• Instead, convince CMS to simply enforce the statute through 

its contractors:  But how?
• CMS would require all DMEPOS suppliers that intend to bill 

Medicare for custom fabricated O&P to obtain National 
Provider Identification (NPI) numbers for the individuals 
providing such care and their business entity

• Any Medicare claim for a custom-fabricated orthosis or 
prosthesis would be required to list both NPI numbers on the 
Form 1500 for each claim.

• There would have to be exemptions for certain professionals 
given the strong reaction against the proposed rule.
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Form 1500 and NPI Application
• DME MACs would be required to design payment edits that:

– Identify each claim that includes codes under Transmittal 656 (i.e., 
custom fabricated O&P L codes)

– Allow for certain exemptions of certain professionals (e.g., physicians)
– Match these claims with individuals’ NPIs to ensure they meet BIPA

– Pay the claims that match and deny the ones that do not.

• Current NPI application seeks information on both licensure 
and accreditation so no changes to NPI application needed.

• Current Form 1500 would not need to be amended:
– Box 17 and 17a:  Referring physician and his/her NPI
– Box 32 and 33:  Name and NPI number for supplier entity/business
– Box 24J:  Rendering practitioner would list individual NPI here
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Questions?

Peter W. Thomas
O&P Alliance Counsel; NAAOP General Counsel
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Powers Law Firm

202-872-6730
Peter.Thomas@Powerslaw.com
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